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Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a fundamental constituent
of all living organisms and, in aquatic ecosystems, is also pres-
ent in non-living particulate organic material (Holm-Hansen,
Sutcliffe, and Sharp 1968; Hobbie et al. 1972; Winn and Karl
1986). The ratio of biomass (living) DNA to total particulate
DNA varies among different habitats, ranging from 0.5-1.0 in
surface waters to <0.01 in the deep-sea (Holm-Hansen et al.
1968). More recently, dissolved DNA (<0.2 micrometer) has
also been detected in a variety of marine and fresh-water hab-
itats (DeFlaun, Paul, and Davis 1986; DeFlaun, Paul, and Jef-
frey 1987; Paul, DeFlaun, and Jeffrey 1986). Potential pathways
for dissolved DNA production include:
• exudation and excretion from viable cells,
• losses associated with protozoan and metazoan grazing ac-

tivities,
• sperm production during mass spawning events, and
• passive release following cell death and autolysis.
During austral summer 1986-1987, we conducted an extensive
4-month field experiment in the western end of the Bransfield
Strait (Huntley et al. 1987). The experiment was designed to
monitor the physical and chemical structure of the upper ocean
before, during, and after the annual spring bloom of phyto-
plankton. We considered this to be an excellent opportunity
to test existing ecological hypotheses concerning the dynamics
of dissolved DNA because our area of study was known to
exhibit order of magnitude spatial and temporal differences in
microbial biomass and production (Tien et al. 1988; Holm-
Hansen, Letelier, and Mitchell 1987). Furthermore, our obser-
vation period extended well into the period of bloom dissi-
pation where cell death and autolysis might be expected to
occur.

Surface-water samples (0.5 meter) were collected at 69 sta-
tions during each of four "fast-grid" surveys (December, Jan-
uary, February, and March; figure 1). These quasi-synoptic
surveys enabled us to define the broad spatial distribution of
dissolved DNA over the entire 25,000-square-kilometer study
area. On the "slow-grid" portion of each expedition, a more
comprehensive analysis was made of the depth distribution
(0-100) of dissolved DNA at five stations selected to represent
specific habitats characteristic of the region (e.g., two different
shelf ecosystems, two different deep-water ecosystems, and
the Bellingshausen-Bransfield frontal zone). All water samples
were filtered through Millipore membrane filters (GS; 0.22 mi-
crometer). The dissolved DNA was precipitated using cetyl-
trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), collected onto combusted
glass fiber filters (GFF; Whatman) and measured using dia-
mino-benzoic acid (DABA; Karl and Bailiff in preparation).

During the December 1986 cruise, dissolved DNA was de-
tected throughout the Research on Antarctic Coastal Ecosys-
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Figure 1. Map of the RACER program study area showing the lo-
cation of the fast-grid and slow-grid (circled) stations.

tern Rates (RACER) study area (figure 2A). The concentrations
ranged from 2 to 20 micrograms per liter. The highest concen-
trations were located near the frontal zones between the waters
of the Bellingshausen Sea, the Bransfield Strait, and the Wed-
deli Sea. The dissolved DNA concentrations were nearly iden-
tical in the Gerlache Strait and in the Drake Passage, despite
the fact that the phytoplankton bloom was well developed
(chlorophyll a> 700 milligrams per square meter) at the former
and poorly developed (chlorophyll a < 20 milligrams per square
meter) at the latter site (Holm-Hansen et al. 1987). Clearly, the
distribution of dissolved DNA does not appear to correlate
with the distribution of microbial biomass or metabolic activity
in the RACER study area. By January 1987, dissolved DNA
concentrations had decreased by an order of magnitude
throughout the entire study area (figure 2B). The two frontal
regions which had exhibited elevated dissolved DNA concen-
trations in December had disappeared, as did any evidence of
a coherent spatial gradient (compare figures 2A and 2B). By
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Figure 2. Contour map of the distribution of dissolved DNA in the RACER study area. A. Distribution in December 1986, contour interval
1 microgram per liter. B. Distribution in January 1987, contour interval 0.2 microgram per liter.

the next monthly sampling period (February), and for the du-
ration of the field experiment, dissolved DNA concentrations
in the near-surface water were below the detection limit for
our assay procedure (<0.1 microgram per liter).

These general spatial distributions of dissolved DNA in near-
surface waters were confirmed by the more comprehensive
depth profiles obtained at the selected slow-grid stations. For
example, at station 43 in the Gerlache Strait (figure 3), the
progressive seasonal depletions of dissolved DNA at the sea
surface were shown to be characteristic of the entire water
column, at least to depths of 200 meters. There were no sys-
tematic depth-related gradients in dissolved DNA concentra-
tion, despite order of magnitude changes in microbial biomass
and metabolic activity. From these data and from measure-
ments of particulate DNA (0.22-202 micrometers) at station
43, we calculated that dissolved DNA was more than 50 per-
cent of the total (dissolved plus particulate) DNA pool in De-
cember, less than 10 percent in January, and less than 1 percent
in February and March.

In conclusion, we suggest that the processes responsible for
the production of dissolved DNA in the Bransfield Strait sector

of Antarctica are spatially and/or temporally uncoupled from
the processes responsible for dissolved DNA uptake and as-
similation. Given the nearly constant distribution of dissolved
DNA with depth, it is possible that the "disappearance" of
dissolved DNA from the study area is the result of the advec-
tion of "dissolved-DNA enriched" water masses across the
Bransfield Strait following a short-lived seasonal pulse of dis-
solved DNA into the coastal waters. We speculate that the
local source of the dissolved DNA may be either: input from
early summer ice melt or a winter accumulation of dissolved
DNA in the water column due to the combined effects of in-
creased cell death/autolytic processes and decreased dissolved
DNA uptake by microbially mediated processes. A rigorous
test of these dissolved DNA production hypotheses will re-
quire the austral winter collection of water samples from the
RACER study area.

We thank the crew members of the RIV Polar Duke and the
personnel of Palmer Station for their field assistance and lo-
gistics support, and G. Tien and U. Magaard for their skilled
technical expertise. This research was supported by National
Science Foundation grant DPP 85-18748 awarded to D.M. Karl.
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Figure 3. Depth profiles of dissolved DNA concentrations at station
43 In the Gerlache Strait for December 1986, January 1987, and
February 1987. Dissolved DNA was undetectable (<0.1 microgram
per liter) in March at all water depths. (m denotes meter. ig I
denotes micrograms per liter.)
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